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HEADLINE: Lockwood & Gladstone Launches Florida and Puerto Rico Mortgage Default Practice With CaseAware Suite
Implementation.
BODY:
St. Louis, MO -- (November 16, 2007) - KMC Information Systems, L.C. ("KMCIS") is pleased to announce that Lockwood &
Gladstone, P.A. (“L&G”), operating from Boca Raton, FL, has completed its implementation of KMCIS’ CaseAware™ Suite. The suite
consists of CaseAware™ Manage and CaseAware™ Integrate. CaseAware™ Manage is a complete Case Management System that
includes a dynamic workflow engine, Automated Fees and Costs, and integrated Document Generation, Storage & Retrieval.
CaseAware™ Integrate provides automated, two-way transmission of data between the firm’s Case Management/Accounting systems
and the prevalent Default Services industry middleware platforms including – Clarifire®, Countrywide®, FISDesktop (NewTrak®,
NewInvoice®) Lenstar®, Quandis®, VendorScape®, iClear®, Walz®, and TSG Interfaces. The CaseAware™ implementation at L&G
has established a new benchmark for an accelerated full CaseAware Suite deployment as L&G’s team working together with KMCIS
completed the effort within three weeks of beginning the implementation.
Patti Conway, L&G’s Operations Manager commented on CaseAware™ & KMCIS, “We knew after seeing the first demonstration that
we wanted to utilize the CaseAware Suite. It is fast, powerful and allows us to automate our processes to the fullest extent. Dan and
the staff of KMCIS/CaseAware are amazing. We could not have met our goals without their support and dedication. We look forward to
an exciting future with CaseAware.”
Dan Cannon, KMCIS’ COO, had the following statement “First of all, thanks everyone at L&G for their selection of the CaseAware™
Suite as the technology basis for their Default Practice. L&G’s implementation team had a very clear vision of what the firm needed
CaseAware™ to do, and challenged all of us to complete the effort in four weeks. The three weeks that it actually took to complete the
project demonstrates not only their extraordinary ability to adapt to a new system, but also the firm’s dedication to meeting and
exceeding their commitments.”
Through careful management and detailed automation, Lockwood & Gladstone, P.A. has the ability to provide efficient and customized
Foreclosure, Loss Mitigation and Bankruptcy services to clients in the State of Florida and Puerto Rico. Using the integration available
through CaseAware we are able to receive and provide date in any format desired. With a strong background in collections we are
committed to assisting our clients with quality Loss Mitigation services, while moving through the Foreclosure process. Lockwood &
Gladstone, P.A. is a member of the MBA® and the AFN®.
Located in suburban St. Louis Missouri, KMC Information Systems is a full-service Software Development and Consulting Company
dedicated to implementing quality solutions for the Legal, Mortgage, and Title industries. KMC Information Systems’ Professional
Services group provides support for custom application development, system administration and support, and business process and
technology consulting.
Visit http://kmcis.com to view further information about CaseAware™ and the other Products and Services offered by KMC Information
Systems, L.C.
Disclaimers
AFN®, Clarifire®, Countrywide®, iClear®, MBA®, NewInvoice®, NewTrak®, LenStar®, Quandis®, Walz®, and VendorScape® are the
registered trademarks of their respective owners and KMC Information Systems, L.C. claims no interest therein.
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